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Abstract: The huge human resources of India are not utilized properly, as human needs and means by which
they can be met are not analysed fully. Need is one of the primary drives of motive that induces human being
to uplift. Motive is the primary cause for effective participation and persistence in sports. The participation of
Indian women in international sports is a grave matter of concern. The motivational system, among the other
reasons for this failure, is analysed through multivariate statistics of factor analysis. Adopting the standard
methods, 19 variables (motivational) were collected from 48 female athletes and were inducted into factor
analysis to identify the common dimensions. Six factors (Eigen value > 1) were retained which explained about
76% of the total variance. Thus the derived factors with their percent of total variance were achievement
structure (37%), cognitive thoughts (11%), self-realization (9%), recognition (7%) self – actualization (6%) and
reinforcement (5.53%).
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INTRODUCTION Every individual perceives motives from varying

In India, women population is more or less equal to circumstances. Although the sources of motives are in
men population. As far as the population of sports different structures, as internal and external, both are
participants is concerned, female participants are so underpinning one another. Two types of motivation,
meager  as  compared to male sports participants. It is intrinsic and extrinsic, have been of particular interest to
very special to note that women and other social researchers in the field of sport psychology [3-6]. Intrinsic
organizations claimed equal rights for the women to motivation entails participation in an activity for the
participate in all fields even in the assembly and feelings of fun, pleasure, excitement and satisfaction
parliamentary representations whereas no one associated with it, while extrinsic motivation involves
organization has come forward to claim the equalities in participation for the attainment of such rewards as money,
sports participation. What motives are behind these trophies and social approval or to avoid punishment. A
things is still a questionable one. Anyhow, as far as person is intrinsically motivated if he performs an activity
sources of motives for activities are concerned, it would for no apparent reward except the activity itself [7-9].
be so common in all walks of life. Motivation is the energy Extrinsic motivation, on the other hand, refers to the
which underlies all behaviors and is particularly performance of an activity because it leads to external
connected to the core of learning [1]. The nature and rewards (e.g., status, approval, or passing grades). Thus
extent of the desire to learn will influence the degree of the two different segments of internal and external
motivation, which, in turn, will determine the extent of motives have to be studied in groupings. Grouping the
personal involvement as well as the persistence to sources of motives would help the sports participants and
overcome difficulties and frustrations. Hence, persons in the filed of physical education coaching and
understanding what motivates participants have, must be training to strengthen their concentration on where their
of major concern for everyone involved with organized need for success in competition is concerned. In this
physical activity [2]. regard  earlier the sources of motives have been grouped

sources that includes both internal and external
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within the hierarchical theory of motivation [10]. of inter-correlated variables to a smaller set of latent or
Accordingly in the case of motives for competition, underlying independent factors [15]. A correlation matrix
identifying the sources of motives and studying the is computed for the given set of data as the first step in
interrelations among the motivational sources is a recent factor analysis. This matrix gives the inter-correlations
issue in the field of sport psychology. Thus the study among the set of variables (Table 1).
aimed at identifying the sources of individual motives for The cumulative percentage of trace and Eigen values
competition to derive the common dimensions among the have been computed and for all principal axes. Six factors
sources which motivate and enhance the participation of were retained (Eigen value>1), which explained 76% of
women in sports. total variance (Table 2).

MATERIALS AND METHODS factors. The factor loading matrix is rotated on orthogonal

To achieve the purpose of the present study, as results in the maximization of the variance of the factor
samples, 48 women belonging to various sports fields loading of the variables. This procedure renders a new
were selected. Their participation was fixed to the rotated factor matrix (Table 3) in which each factor is
intercollegiate tournament at inter district level. This described in terms of only those variables and affords
tournament is considered as the second biggest one in greater ease for interpretation.
India as far as the degree of tournaments in competitive Factor loading is the measure of the degree of
structure is concerned. The age of the sample was also closeness between the variables and the factor. The
limited to the range of 18-24 and chosen subjects were largest loading either positive indicates that the
hailed from various social economic conditions. The contribution of the variables increase with the increasing
subjects were explained clearly about the purpose of the loading in a dimension and a negative loading indicates a
study. To identify the common dimensions among the decrease [17]. The retained factors are briefly described
sources of motives that have a functional significance in with its loaded variables here.
the sports competitions, motives for competition scale
[11] was employed for this study. Motives for competition Factor I: Achievement Structure: In this factor, the
is an inventory consisting of 19 factors namely (N=19) variables of competition (0.51), friendship, intimation /
social approval, competition, self mastery, life style, fear control (0.78), personal associations (0.56), success and
of failure, physical fitness and health, friendship and achievement (0.72) were significantly and positively
personal associations, success and achievement loaded. The loaded variables in this factor explain 37% of
intimidation / control, heterosexuality, competitive total variance.
conditions, individuality, self direction, understand Based on the loaded factors and its nature, this factor
reasons, tangible ray offs and recognition are considered is identified and named as achievement structure.
as variables and then taken for investigation. Subjects for
this study were selected from intercollegiate female Factor II: Cognitive Thoughts: In this factor, the variables
participants (N=48). Using the motives for competition of fear of failure (0.78), heterosexuality (0.63) and
inventory, data were collected on variables from the competitive conditions (0.79) were negatively loaded. The
subjects. Collected data were further analyzed by factor loaded variables in this factor explained 11% of variance.
analysis [12] using statistical package (STATGRAF) to The variables loaded in this factor are having the
identify the common dimensions. In order to locate the functional intact with competitive pressures. Based on the
significant relationships among the variables with one nature of these variables, this factor can be named as
another,  arbitrarily  0.05  was  fixed  as  the critical value cognitive thoughts.
(r > 0.50). Variables having a relationship (r < 0.50) below
the critical value were ignored for further analysis. Factor III: Self realization: In this factor, significantly

RESULTS (0.66),  emotional   release   (0.69)   and   lifestyle  (0.71).

Factor analysis has been proposed as an approach variance.  Having  the   loaded   variables   and their
that might address some of these challenges [13,14]. This nature,  common dimension was derived and named as
multivariate statistical technique reduces a large number self realization.

Thus the nineteen variables have been reduced to six

simple structure according to varimax rotation [16] which

loaded   variables   are   individuality   (0.71),   family

The loaded variables in this factor explained 9% of
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Table 1: Correlation Matrix

SA CO SM LS FF PF FPA SAch TP RE IC HS CC II FAM ER SS SDA UR

SA .23 .29 .12 -.06 .31 .32 .10 .19 .32 .29 .24 .17 .20 .34 .31 .40 .57 .62 SA

CO .47 .27 .27 .31 .27 .34 .25 .65 .37 .39 .42 .31 .15 .28 .32 .50 .40 CO

SM .54 .18 .57 .35 .27 .14 .53 .07 .23 .39 .40 .44 .61 .12 .46 .33 SM

LS .39 .23 .40 .48 .12 .36 .12 .29 .43 .59 .46 .45 .39 .59 .30 LS

FF -.19 .02 .08 .07 .22 .12 .34 .45 .36 .04 -.06 .25 .21 .02 FF

PF .26 .15 .11 .23 .14 .12 -.02 .03 .30 .28 -.06 .26 .32 PF

FPA .13 .15 .42 .33 .08 .00 .35 .41 .40 .17 .53 .31 FPA

SAch .13 .38 .46 .18 .07 .43 .26 .43 .17 .48 .36 SAch

TP .31 .08 .25 .16 .21 .28 .37 .30 .26 .003 TP

RE .41 .44 .43 .29 .50 .39 .55 .62 .41 RE

IC .10 .07 .21 .14 .11 .28 .54 .57 IC

HS .54 .43 .34 .24 .58 .47 .11 HS

CC .50 .36 .33 .46 .39 .22 CC

II .52 .53 .38 .54 .30 II

FAM .58 .47 .52 .31 FAM

ER .30 .57 .20 ER

SS .68 .27 SS

SDA .54 SDA

UR UR

SA Social Approval PF Physical Fitness and Health IC Intimation / Control ER Emotional Release 

CO Competition FPA Friendship and Personal Associations HS Heterosexuality SS Status 

SM Self Mastery SAch Success and Achievement CC Competing conditions - Crowds SDA Self direction / Awareness

LS Lifestyle TP Tangible Payoffs II Independence / Individuality UR Understand Reasons

FF Fear of Failure RE Recognition FAM Family 

Table 2: Cumulative percentage of trace and Eigen values on factors

S.No Eigen values % of Trace Cumulative Trace %

1 7.0 36.86 36.86

2 2.11 11.12 47.97

3 1.62 8.54 56.52

4 1.40 7.37 63.89

5 1.21 6.35 70.24

6 1.05 5.53 75.77

7 0.69 3.65 79.42

8 0.65 3.42 82.84

9 0.60 3.17 86.83

10 0.54 2.82 88.83

11 0.48 2.51 91.34

12 0.38 2.02 93.37

13 0.32 1.68 95.04

14 0.29 1.51 96.56

15 0.19 0.99 97.55

16 0.16 0.85 98.41

17 0.13 0.68 99.09

18 0.09 0.47 99.56

19 0.08 0.44 100.00
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Table 3: Varimax rotated factor matrix

Variables Factor I Factor II Factor III Factor IV Factor V Factor VI

Social Approval -.83
Competition .51 -.51 -.42
Self mastery .40 -.80
Lifestyle -.40 .71
Fear of Failure -.78
Physical Fitness and Health -.79
Friendship and Personal Associations .56 .51
Success and Achievement .72 .49
Tangible payoffs -.83
Recognition .44 -.41
Intimation / Control .78
Heterosexuality -.63
Competing conditions – Crowds -.79
Independence / Individuality -.43 .71
Family .66
Emotional Release .69
Status -.47 -.55
Self direction / Awareness .44  .46 -.52
Understand Reasons .48 -.65

Factor IV: Recognition: In this factor, the motives namely were named as achievement structure, cognitive thoughts,
social approval (0.83), self direction and awareness (0.52), self realization, recognition, self actualization and
status (0.55) and understanding reasons (0.65) were reinforcement. These factors were discussed with
significantly loaded. The loaded variables in this factor variables loaded in the concerned factors both in the
explained 7% of variance. Having the common theoretical and empirical aspects.
characteristics of loaded variables, this factor is named as
recognition. Factor 1: Achievement Structure: Factor 1 is achievement

Factor V: Self actualization: In this factor, the significantly associations, success and achievements are all positively
loaded motives are self mastery (0.80) and physical fitness loaded. Achievement is a product of positive attitude.
(0.65). The variables loaded in this factor explained 6% of Sport competition adds motivation to its practice [18].
variance using the common characteristics of variables Positively approaching the competitive situations helps
loaded in this factor. The common dimension for this the players/athletes to easily visualize the means and
factor is found as self actualization. methods to derive the solutions whereby success can be

Factor VI: Reinforcement: In this factor,  only  tangible supported by the findings of contexts [19-23] as they
pay  off  is  significantly   loaded   and   explained  5.53% identified that regulation and intensive motivation were
of  variance. Based on the nature of motive, common positively associated with outcomes.
dimension  for  this  factor  was identified as
reinforcement. Factor 2: Cognitive Thoughts: Factor 2 was identified as

DISCUSSION heterosexuality and competitive conditions and explained

The purpose of the present study was to identify the conditions are differed in level, type of tournament,
common dimensions among the various sources of environmental pressures, intrinsic values and gender
motives for competition. For this purpose, factor analysis influence, competitive conditions at par (equal)
was employed on 19 variables (sources of motives for players/athletes have to be cornered by multi-corner
competitions) and based on Eigen values more than one stimulus of seeking all possible modes to win the
loaded factor were extracted. Thus six factors were competition. It triggers the fear related to performance and
extracted which explained 76% of the total variance; they heightens the fear of failure.

structure where competition, friendship, personal

early achieved and retained in future. This factor is

the cognitive thoughts are loaded with fear of failure,

11% of the total variance. In sports, since competitive
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Factor 3: Self realization: Factor 3 is defined as self Factor 6:  Reinforcement:  Factor  6  explaining  about
realization, where individuality, family, emotional release 5.53% of variance is the reinforcement factor having
and lifestyle all are positively loaded and accounted for tangible  pay  off  as  the  only  loaded factor. In this
9% of variance. Self realization refers to complete factor  tangible  pay  off  is one of reinforces. Basically it
fulfillment of the self or full development of one’s talents, is  an  extrinsic  type  of  motive.  When tangible pay off
capabilities etc. Motives of individuality, family, emotional is  concerned,  it  could  function  as a positive factor
release and lifestyle are having functional associations when players are satisfied and where players are not
with one another and all are jointly influenced in the satisfied  with  tangible pay off, it can function as
individual fulfillment. For a healthy competition in sport, negative  reinforcement.   Deci   [28]   reported  that
a player should have individualization in expressing his external  reinforcements  do  affect intrinsic motivation
talent and capabilities and should have the thought of and he suggested the initial elements of a cognitive
family over his own team. It would help them to release evaluation  theory  to  account  for the changes in
emotions.  Having  such a healthy lifestyle one can get intrinsic  motivation  following  an experience with
self realization action. extrinsic rewards.

As the end of discussion, in this factor analysis on
Factor 4: Recognition: Factor 4 is basically a recognition motives for competition (nineteen variables), although six
factor which is accounted by the negatively loaded factors have been extracted, 85% of variables are loaded
variables of social approval, awareness, status and in the first four factors. In general, the internal type of
understanding reasons, which explained about 7% of total motivational aspects is having the higher magnitude for
variance. Basically, these factors are serving as motives successful competition as compared to the external types
for competition. Though these factors are considered as of motives. In the midst of this, the loaded variables in the
basic motives for competition, in players/athletes’ point first four factors are emphasizing the value of positive
of view, they meagerly serve as constructive domains. approach in procuring the motivational aspects for
The important difference in the effects of money and competitions irrespective of internal and external types.
verbal reinforcements lies in a person's perception of the With this intrinsic nature of the loaded variables in the
locus of causality of his behavior [24, 25]. When a derived factors, this factor analysis of motives for
person’s behavior is controlled by external rewards, it will competition is completed with the concept that individual
lead to a decrease in intrinsic motivation. However, when motivational systems exercise the internal and external
he receives interpersonal rewards, he will not perceive motives concurrently.
them as controls of his behavior, so they will strengthen
his intrinsic motivation because they strengthen his sense Limitations of the Present Study: Data for the present
of competence and self-determination. Thus these factors study  were   collected   from   women   who  participated
are negatively loaded in this factor of recognition. in the inter-collegiate tournaments. The sample was

selected from different major games at different
Factor 5: Self-actualization: Factor 5 is self-actualization tournaments. In the view of obtaining the accuracy of
factor made up of negatively loaded variables of self data though care was taken in maintaining the
mastery and physical fitness and explains 6% of total equivalence of competition, in this aspect it is expected
variance. Self-actualization is the term used to describe a that  the  variation  in  the nature of tournament could
desire, not a driving force that could lead to realizing one's have  been  influenced  the  collection of data. Besides,
capabilities [26]. The tendency to self-actualization is "the the sample selected for this study hailed from various
only drive by which the life of an organism is determined" socioeconomic  strata,  so  it  is expected that the
[27]. Generally the motives of self mastery and physical influence of socioeconomic conditions may prevail
fitness are essential ones for competition. Having required somewhat in data since the data were taken a day before
physical fitness and self mastery over the skill in the competition. Thus in the present study the influence
concerned sports as motives for competition will affect of factors namely degree of tournaments, level of
the team’s cohesion which in turn will affect self participation individually and socioeconomic conditions
actualization. Thus self actualization is negatively loaded are  considered  as  limitations in collection  of  data  for
with self mastery. the present study.
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CONCLUSION 5. Vallerand, R.J., 1997. Toward a Hierarchical Model of

In conclusion, factor analysis identified six (Ed.), Advances in Experimental Social Psychology.
underlying factors among the motives for competition of New York: Academic Press, 29: 271-360.
female sports participants in Tamilnadu. These factors 6. Vallerand, R.J., 2001. A Hierarchical Model of
appeared to be achievement structure, cognitive Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation in Sport and
thoughts, self  realization,  recognition,  self-actualization Exercise. In G. C. Roberts (Ed.), Advances in
and reinforcement. Based on the variables loaded in the Motivation in Sport and Exercise. Champaign, IL:
corresponding factors, it is concluded that the Human Kinetics, pp: 263-320.
motivational  aspects  highly  underlie  the  achievement 7. Berlyne, D.E., 1966. Curiosity and Exploration: Sci.,
structure (27% of total variance). In achievement 153: 25-33.
structure, loaded variables of competition, friendship, 8. Hunt, J. and V. Mc, 1965. Intrinsic Motivation and its
personal associations and  success  and  achievement Role in Psychological Development. Nebraska
could be considered as primary motives for competition. Symposium on Motivation, 13: 189-282.
The variables loaded in the factor 2, the cognitive 9. White, R.W., 1959. Motivation Reconsidered: The
thoughts, fear of failure,  heterosexuality  and competitive Concept  of   Competence.  Psychological  Review,
conditions corroborated the augmented feedback of 66: 297-333.
players towards the competition under  the  competitive 10. Vallerand, R.J. and R. Bissonnette, 1992. Intrinsic,
situations. Further in analyzing the loaded variables on Extrinsic and Amotivational Styles as predictors of
factor 3 of self realization, namely individuality, family, Behavior:  A   Prospective   Study.   J.  Personality,
emotional realizes and lifestyle are prone to conclude that 60: 599-620.
individualized needs might have been the basic for this 11. Suinn, R.M., 1977. Motives for Competition Scale.
motivational structure. In continuation of these identified Educational Testing Service.
factors, the loaded variables on  factor  4  (recognition) 12. Davis, J.C., 1986. Statistics and Data Analysis in
and factor 5 (self actualization) can be placed under the Geology: John Willey and Sons. New York. 2nd
roof of intrinsic motives whereas the loaded variables in Edition, pp: 646.
the sixth factor underlies the extrinsic motives. Thus the 13. Meigs, J.B., 2000. Invited Commentary: Insulin
nineteen factors addressed as motives for competition Resistance Syndrome? Syndrome X? Multiple
have been reduced to six factors  which  enable  the Metabolic Syndrome? A Syndrome at all? Factor
players and physical educationists, coaches and trainers Analysis Reveals Patterns in the Fabric of Correlated
to strengthen their concentration on major motives for Metabolic  Risk  Factors.  American  J.  Epidemiol.,
competition that are needed for attaining the desired 152: 908-911.
performance in time. 14. Edwards,    K.L.,      M.A.      Austin,     B.   Newman,
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